
Application:

·upancybem Drop m balls intoa fine independently atrandom.
What is the distribution of the fraction of empty him?

· #Emptybirs) =:Sn =x,+... +Xn where Xi= 2?, bini is empty
--

X. -Ber(G-Yn)") noindependent, but empty
8

· ESn =2, EXi =n4X, =13 =n() ,,,o,-
n-1

Asymptotic behavior?Let m=m(n), -> X asnex

q

"oversampling factor"
-E =(- t)**-e* decays fast!)

TM S ->ex in probability-

f :By WLLN (remark p.78), itsuffices tocheck thatX: are negativelyrelated
Heuristically, this istrue:an empty bin increases other bins tobe full.

Formally:
Gov(Xi, Xi)=#it

1 -24-) =1- 2 +i. True! D.

mark theWICN does notapply directlysince
thedistributions of each X:

depend on a (E we have a "triangular array"of X"

But the proof of WIN works fine nw.
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Emple.AmateCaratherdery Theorem. (see my UDP800K)
-

of thefull of a set to RP, denoted cont), is the
smallestconvex set

thatcontains t. Equivalently,
m

x =con(T) <> x= Ixiz,for some xizo, xi=1, ZieT
i=1

*
-

I

convex combination

Im(odery) m=d+2 suffices. and is optimal Com(t)
in general

↓ ⑤

Butifwe allow to approximates, *

we get a dramatic improvement: ⑧

I(AteCaratheodoy) LetTc unitball of RR*

ThenFxzcon(T), F ke N E Z,.,, ZntT:

I - IE,zillz

· Dimension-free; does not depend on geometry of T1
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Prof ("Empirical method", B.Maurey)
-

· Fix x-cow(t), express itas a convexcombination

~potentially lange

x=xizi, xiz,Xi= 1, ZitT.
i=1 I

· Interpret isas probabilities, the sum as expectation

letdirector I
takevalue z: with prob. Xi

->x=EZ

· Consider indep. Copies Z,z2, .... of
E.

SLLN: IE,Z:-Ez =x a.s.

· Error:

#In -Zill=Elt, (Ei- RIl

-] - #Zi

Analogof Var(sum)
=sun (Variances) in R (41)

*

IEllZi-EZill
n =EZ-FEl analog of Var(z) =

iz
-(z)(4M)

2

=lz-EZlln =(EE)=..

· => Irealization of the riv's Zn, ... En set.

Ix --EZill = Since Zitt, aED
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Application:polytopes with few vertices have
exponentially small volume:

#M. (Carl-Pajor'887 unitEuclidean fall
⑤

↑- I
Let P<B* polytope with m vertices

⑧ -

Then -(P) =(3). ⑧

·
D

Vol(B) ↳

As if mexp(ad)
5

B

Proof
-
-

· Pc coin (1) where T
=dvertices of PCB.

· A.C.T ->

XxeP <comCT) is within distance In

from some point
in the set

N==2 +Ex:x,T
I

=>Frep is covered by a ball of radius n

and centerN.
Thenumberof such balls is

A #ways tochoose
a elements ei

S

IN11 m S from the setof me dements, C
· With repetition

=>I can becovered by my copies of B.

· Comparing volumes vol(P)
=mvor(t) =mi)vol

isane i.

-
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Remarks
-

① Adightlymore accurate count yields the sound (C)
- ·

B

② It is sist,
attained by awlyppe 8

⑳&

P =znvEx, ..,kn I

where xi-indep, randomptson
the unitsphere.

8.

(Dafnis-Giannopoulos-Tsolomitis' 2003, 2009]
&

- See next page

③ "Hypeintuit
e

tinyall!
I

for Tun says;

vol(P) = 0voe(B) =voe(SB). Rapperbere
& B

Thethe picture "actually" looks like this,
·rtigeeven though itviolates convexity.

V.Milman's "hyperbolic intuition"
↓

⑭ A"Glider"experiment:
·Arandom walk will stay in the "core",

will not find the "tentacles".

· Thespider can'ttell thepolytope from the ball .

· Bad for algorithms (MCMC)
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